
 

Topic list for Bachelor and Master theses  

Themenliste für Bachelor- und Masterarbeiten 

 
 
Topic/Thema 

Language/
Sprache 

eligible for/ 
geeignet für 

English Deutsch  BA MA 
Anchoring bias in taste - field experiment on quality 
chocolate 

 EN  X 

Are our preferences Complete?: challenges to the 
completeness axiom. 

 EN X X 

Artificial intelligence: do people prefer AI to make 
decisions for them? 

 EN X X 

Equilibrium selection in games — the role of culture.  EN X X 
Equilibrium selection in games — theoretical models 
and their explanatory power. 

 EN X X 

Ethnicity and behavior in Ultimatum game  EN X  
Gender and conditional generosity in the dictator game – 
experiment 

 EN  X 

Gender and conditional generosity in the dictator game - lit 
review 

 EN X  

Gender differences in public goods games   EN  X 
How widespread is the Winner's Curse?  EN X X 
Information, attitudes and attitude shifts  DE/EN X X 
Non cognitive skills and personality traits across countries 
and ethnicities 

 EN X  

Personality traits and behavior in public goods game  EN X  
Social learning, social networks, and their implications 
in poverty alleviation.  

 EN X X 

Strategic ignorance and information bubbles  DE/EN X X 
The economics of happiness  DE/EN X X 
The effect of endogenous group formation on 
cooperation 

 EN X X 

The myth of negative utility from work  EN X  
Understand the economics of lying — is there a cost 
of lying and how to measure it 

 EN X X 

Understanding how individuals aggregate information 
in social networks 

 EN X X 

Understanding the economics of creativity — can we 
incentivize it? 

 EN X X 

What causes the Endowment Effect?  EN  X 
Why do Germans stop at the traffic light and the Italians 
don't? - field experiment 

 EN  X 



What’s in a coffee? The value of a brand – experiment  EN  X 
What’s in a coffee? The value of a brand - literature review  EN X  
Top earners tax and board wage decisions – experiment  EN  X 
First Aid to fired workers - level and effect - lit review  EN  X 

 


